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Grizzlies find alternate
habitat at the South Pole
Monica Gokey
For the Montana Kaimin
Most folks probably imagine
Antarctica as a cold, desolate
and dark place. They are mostly correct.
But for the four-month long
Antarctic summer, a handful
of research stations on the icy
continent explode into bustling
communities. There is live music, bingo, a burger bar, trivia
night, intramural sports and
karaoke, much like Missoula.
Thanks to word-of-mouth
recommendations, an increasing number of Montana Grizzlies have been migrating
south to work during the Antarctic research season, which
runs from early October to the
middle of February every year.
The sun doesn’t set for
most of the Antarctic summer,
which makes for some warm
days, especially if you’re shoveling snow. In general, a lot of
Antarctica’s summer days feel
like Missoula’s crisp, bluebird
winter days that dance around
30 degress —
 but with a lingering chance of windstorms and
blizzards at the drop of a hat.
The climate is tolerable for
visiting species, especially
ones hardened to cold climates.
Daniel Turck, a 2010 UM
graduate in resource conservation, estimated in an email sent
from Antartica that 13 former
University of Montana students worked at McMurdo Station this year. McMurdo is one
of three U.S. Antarctic stations
that serve as logistics hubs for
scientific research on the continent.
Turck’s story is similar to the
stories of many new graduates
who walk down the graduation
aisle with a fresh maroon and silver diploma and a healthy

CAMPUS

Football player
cited for drugs
Dustin Askim
Montana Kaimin

Campus security officers cited
University of Montana Grizzlies’
redshirt freshman defensive tackle
Christian Licciardi for drug paraphernalia last Tuesday.
The officers could not find any
marijuana, but cited Licciardi for
drug paraphernalia, which is the possession of anything that can be used
to consume drugs, like a bong or pipe.
The recently updated UM StudentAthlete Conduct Code states that the
use of drugs is prohibited at all times,
and a violation results in a Category
II violation.
A Category II violation includes
non-felony criminal offenses and
“conduct that is deemed inappropriate, reckless, inciting or malicious.”
For a first offense, the minimum punishment is a one-contest suspension
Category I details more serious
crimes, and Category III covers less
serious offenses.
Licciardi is a native of Orange, Calif.
dustin.askim@umontana.edu

CAMPUS

ASUM
voter guide
Amy Sisk
Montana Kaimin

Will Freihofer/for the Montana Kaimin
Dr. James Weygand of UCLA stands on boxes full of batteries at a field camp on the Antarctic plateau in
2009. The batteries spent two years buried in snow, powering a station to measure the magnetic field
surrounding the earth.

See ANTARTICA, page 12
Volume CX1V Issue 100

It’s that time of year again when University of Montana students log into Cyberbear and choose which peers they
want to elect to the student government.
Associated Students of the University of Montana elections begin Wednesday at 12:01 a.m. and end Thursday at
8 p.m. Log into Cyberbear during that
time, click “Student Services and Financial Aid,” then “ASUM Elections” and
cast your ballot.
Check the Kaimin’s Facebook page
and Twitter account (@KaiminNews)
for the results, which are expected late
Thursday night, and pick up a copy of
the Kaimin on Friday to read a breakdown.
See ELECTIONS, page 4
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THE FULL MONTE

OVAL

The Collapsed Phase

By Missy Lacock

The lie is always the same: “This semester will be different.”
It never is.
Day one, The Optimistic Phase: I am committed to pedagogical success. I sit in the front row and color-code my notes.
Mid-semester, The Waning Phase: I’m bored. I skim reading
assignments and am easily annoyed by students who talk too
much (you know who you are).
Nearing finals, The Collapsed Phase: I sleep in — a lot. I complete homework at the last possible second and suffer many existential crises.
The good news is that we’ll be unchained from blue books
and literary phallic interpretations in mere days — and thank
the vacation gods for that, because procrastinating is hard work.
Believe it or not, I procrastinated most on this weekly column, and I doubt my editor and I can ever be friends because
of it. Nonetheless, “The Full Monte,” ran every Wednesday, and
I learned several things. First, I learned that writer’s block is a
real thing and that all the remedies for it on Google do NOT
work. Second, I learned that a cartoon version of myself looks
an awful lot like a panda. Third, I learned that students have a
ton of bones to pick with the University of Montana.
Thirteen publications wasn’t nearly enough to tackle the slew
of complaints I received; there’s plenty for students to whine
about next semester. Fight the good fight, my fellow cynics, and
remember we’re not here because of the University — it’s here
because of us. Keep writing in or apply for your own column.
Vote for your favorite Associated Students of the University of
Montana representatives today and petition them after they’re
elected. Protest all student financial exploitations — like the
parking system, dorm overcrowding, Higher One and textbook
scams. Be the thorn in this school’s side!
But while this column raked a lot of muck this semester and
advocates administration accountability, I still maintain my
first-issue disclaimer: I’m proud to be a Griz (despite the stack
of parking tickets I haven’t paid).
I possess an eternal affection for UM — the school that often gets it right and the campus where I literally grew up. I
still remember freezing my four-year-old tongue to the ASUM
preschool monkey gym and losing spectacular water fights
in University housing (think balloon cannonfire from three
flights up). I lurched in bus aisles beside my backpack-clad dad,
pranced around the library when my mom couldn’t find a sitter,
wore old Griz colors and was starstruck with Skyla Sisco.
The truth is, maybe I’m hard on this University and fall apart
each semester because I’ve just been here way too dang long.
But next semester … next semester will be different.
melissa.lacock@umontana.edu
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DON ANDERSON HALL

“Hold me closer, Timmy
Dancer.”
UNIVERSITY CENTER

ON THE OVAL

“You’re going to graduate
with an EVST degree and
you can’t throw a frisbee?”

MAIN HALL

“He’s only 68. That’s too
early to die snorkling.”
“You know why divorce is so
expensive? It’s worth it.”

H

FORESTRY BUILDING

“I decided to not drink
beer tonight and go to the
library instead.”

LOMASSON CENTER

COUNTRY STORE

i, I’m Brooks Johnson
and this is not a farewell column. The beloved Mike Beall has retired,
and by that I mean he got lazy
and thought writing this column would be good practice
for next year’s Arts+Culture
editor. When you see him, tell
him he owes me a beer. Or 12.
Back to business. Now, what
will make you want to read
this column? Picking on trends
and hipsters? Ranting about
whatever comes up at the bottom of a bottle? Sharing some
unqualified cultural criticism?
Bear with me, I’m going to
try something new.
Last week’s arts section,
which you so graciously pored
over, looked at the unique qualities of Missoula that make it
an oasis of culture in a cowboy
desert, which is what we pride
ourselves on as a community.
With our painted electric boxes
and monthly art walks, indie
record labels and copious bike
lanes, urban farms and giant
Saturday markets — hey, this
town is pretty cool.
I’ve been told, too, that we’re
the ceramics capital of the western United States. We certainly

“I was an emergency C-section baby and look, I turned
out just fine.”

“Hey guys, what’s 15
divided by 2?”
“Uh, 26.”

ARTS + CULTURE COLUMN

KEEP MISSOULA WEIRD
By Brooks Johnson, Incoming A+C editor

also have more breweries than
any other city in the state. We
have great all-ages venues like
downtown’s Zoo City Apparel,
and the Wilma Theater is booking more shows every year.
We’ve got a lot of good things
going on here, Missoula. But
sometimes it goes to our heads.
When The Mountain Goats
played to a sold-out Palace
Lounge a few years ago, the
lead singer became so irate
at the nonstop chatter in the
back of the tiny club that he
unplugged his guitar, stepped
into the crowd and played just
loud enough for the front few
rows to hear. “You all paid $10
to be here, after all,” he said.
The masked madman Bad
Naked just wants you to sing
along and kick that big old
duct tape ball amongst each
other. Strumming on his old,
unplugged electric bass and
bouncing around in his under-

wear at the VFW a few weeks
ago, a couple of idiots just tried
to line it up and nail him in the
nuts. It was distracting —
 maddening even.
We’ve all played into that
type of arrogance and forgotten that we have something no
other community in Montana
or, even the inland Northwest
(sorry, Boise), compares to.
Self-obsession aside, the
result of last week’s “What
makes Missoula, Missoula?”
inquiry was straightforward:
the people. It’s you, dear reader,
who makes this town what it is.
You recycle and ride your bike
to work, but love football, parties and fashion. Kayakers are
gamers, musicians and professional dog walkers.
We’re an eccentric mix of
eclectic tastes, and I’m excited
to find the cream of the crop
next year on a weekly basis:
Keep Missoula Weird.

brooks.johnson@umontana.edu
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The Kaimin is now hiring for fall semester!
All positions paid
News reporters
Copy editors
Sports reporters
Photographers
Designers
Columnists
Cartoonists

Arts+Culture reporters
Web editor
Social Media director
Videographers
Video editor
News editor
Video journalists

Applications are due

Friday, April 27 by 5 p.m.
To apply:
Visit montanakaimin.com/contact-us
or the Kaimin office (DAH 208)
Questions?
Email Editor-in-Chief Billie Loewen at
billie.loewen@umontana.edu

ASUM Executive Candidate Profiles
Two teams are running for ASUM president and vice
president. The Kaimin caught up with each duo to chat
about their goals for the 2012-13 school year.
ELECTIONS
From page 1
Asa Hohman for president
and Mariah Williams for vice
president
Asa Hohman has been a
Grizzly since the day he was
born. His mother gave birth to
him on University of Montana
property in the University Villages.
His running mate, Mariah
Williams, has a parrot named
“Cat” and three cats named after ski and outdoor equipment
brands — Salomon, K2 and Chouinard.
If elected, the two want to
establish an open-door policy
where students feel comfortable
walking into the ASUM offices
to talk about issues. They’ve
already been meeting with student groups during their campaign and would like to continue to do as ASUM executives.
“We want students feeling
really confident. We’re going
to listen and not talk at them,”

Hohman said. “We’ll take what
they say to heart.”
If elected, they plan to tackle
campus parking by looking at
options such as reducing the
number of reserved spots and
working with the city to improve
public transportation.
“I don’t think it’s a one-sizefits-all answer,” Hohman said. “I
see parking as being a joint effort
between investing in alternatives
and the amount of parking on
campus.”
Williams is the only woman
running on an executive ticket,
and Hohman feels it’s important
to have a female in the ASUM
administration. He said female
students might not feel comfortable talking to male executives
about topics like sexual assault.
“It’s vital to have a women
who can say, ‘This is what’s going through my head, and this
is what I know is going through
other women’s heads,’” Williams
said.
Hohman said he feels like the
administration has walked over

ASA AND MARIAH
students this year, and he wants
to put a stop to it.
“I feel like no one has really
stood up to them,” he said, adding that administrators must
remember that without the students, there would be no University.
Hohman served as an ASUM
senator until last week’s emergency senate meeting when he
resigned in protest while the

body debated alternatives to disqualifying the other ticket. He
is a junior studying political science and business management.
Hohman is a former College
of Technology student, the current head manager of Missoula’s
Crazy Mike’s Video and runs his
own catering company. He is also
president of the Zoo City Zymurgists, which is a nonprofit group
of home brewers and winemak-

ers who help coordinate Garden
City Brewfest in May.
Williams is a current ASUM
senator and a sophomore studying business finance, music
and economics. She plays the
marching concert B-flat horn in
the Grizzly marching band and
oversees a multi-million dollar
research grant for the center for
biomolecular structure and dynamics.

To vote for Asa Hohman and Mariah Williams, click
the bubble next to their names on the Cyberbear ballot.

Zach Brown for president and
Bryn Hagfors for vice president
When Zach Brown played basketball in high school, his teammates called him “Captain Planet”
because of his commitment to sustainability efforts.
His running mate, Bryn Hagfors, still manages to beat his little
brother, who is a Griz football player, every time they wrestle.
The two may appear online in
videos with cheetah pajamas to attract attention to their campaign,
but they also have serious plans for
ASUM.
“Zach and I promise every student on campus that we will take
our jobs as seriously as possible, but
we refuse to take ourselves too seriously,” Hagfors said.
Brown said his mission as president is to change the culture of inaccessibility that exists between students and ASUM.
“This election has become about
taking the student government
back so it is run for the students, by
the students again,” Brown said.
Brown said the ASUM Senate
is currently dominated by political
science students, and he and Hagfors would like to make it more diverse.
They want to increase accessibility by changing the way senators
are elected, Brown said. Rather than

allow anyone to run, they want
hold elections for senators within
each college so that students have
a better understanding of who they
are voting for, he said, adding that
many other universities’ student
governments operate under a similar structure.
If elected, Brown said he and
Hagfors also plan to hire a lawyer
or law student to rewrite ASUM
elections bylaws so that candidates
will not be disqualified for failing
to comply with unclear rules. Their
two names will not appear on the
ballot this year, as the Senate decided to limit them to write-in votes
after they violated elections rules by
campaigning with Monte last week.
“We still feel cautiously optimistic that we can make this happen,”
Brown said. “We will work our
butts off.”
Brown is a current ASUM senator and a junior studying environmental studies and climate change.
He is a two-time Udall scholar,
a Truman scholar, a presidential
leadership scholar, and a member
of UM Climate Action Now and
1,000 New Gardens. He has pushed
UM and Montana University System officials to adopt the Smart
Buildings Initiative, which aims to
save millions of dollars by making
buildings on campus more energy
efficient.

Hagfors is a current ASUM student at large and a junior studying
economics and political science.
He is also a presidential leadership
scholar, a UM advocate, a former
Kaimin political columnist and participates in many intramural sports.
He spent last summer as an intern
on the Senate Finance Committee
in Washington, D.C.

REFERENDUMS

Students currently pay a $33
ASUM activity fee each semester that the student government
allocates to student groups and
its agencies (Administration,
Off-Campus Renter Center, UM
Productions, Child Care, Legal
Services, Sustainability Center,
Student Political Action and Student Gardens). This referendum
would increase the fee by $6 to
$39. This 15 percent increase
would be reserved for student
groups only. If the activity fee increases in future years, at least 15
percent would still be reserved
for student groups.
The ASUM Senate passed a
bill earlier this year that changes

the way groups are allowed to
collect student fees. Prior to its
passage, any group could use
the ASUM elections process to
gain approval to collect a student
fee. The bill now limits groups
not affiliated with ASUM to collecting only an optional fee that
students can choose to pay when
they finalize their registration
bills. This referendum would
amend the ASUM constitution
so its language matches the new
bylaw.
The Montana Public Interest
Research Group, a student-run
nonprofit, recently became a student group known as MontPIRG.
The group is asking students to

What’s up with this year’s
referendums? In order for referendums to pass, 12 percent
of ASUM members must vote.
Referendums can be approved
or failed by a simple majority.
Here’s a description of the four
referendums on this year’s ballot:
The current ASUM senate
consists of 23 people: 20 senators,
one president, one vice president
and one business manager. This
referendum would amend the
ASUM constitution to increase
the total number of people on
the senate to 29 by adding six additional senators to the body.

ZACH AND BRYN
To vote for Zach Brown and Bryn Hagfors, type their first and last
names into the “write-in” field on the Cyberbear ballot. Other forms
of their names, such as “HagBrown” are acceptable, but the elections committee asks that voters be as clear as possible.

approve this referendum so it
can collect a $5 optional fee. In
previous years, students were
required to pay the fee, but could
get a refund by going to MontPIRG’s website, filling out a form
and waiting for a check in the
mail. Approving this year’s referendum would give students
the option to pay or not pay the
fee when finalizing their registration bills in the same manner
that students can optout of paying the sustainability fee.
amy.sisk@umontna.edu
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Q+A

with senator candidates
Twenty-six students are running to be an ASUM senator. The 20 candidates
who receive the most votes will be elected to serve on the senate. Students can
vote for up to 20 people. Candidates emailed the Kaimin with their responses
to the following question. Here’s what they had to say:

Jake Brown
Sophomore, political science, Arabic
I feel that there is a gap between students and ASUM, and
I want to bring the two closer together. If I can represent the voice
of the average everyday student,
then I’ve done my job. Some issues I consider important to students, this year are things like
sexual assault prevention, parking and transportation, tuition
costs and many more. Let your
voice be heard, take action and
don’t forget to vote!

James Bird
Sophomore, business administration
I have seen that one of the biggest issues on the UM campus is
the amount of funding for student groups. If elected, I hope
to help these student groups by
properly allocating the resources
they need to achieve the goals
they have set for themselves.

What do you consider the most pertinent
issues facing UM students and how do you
plan to address them as an ASUM senator?

Becca Boslough
Sophomore, resource conservation,
climate change studies
There are a lot of big issues
facing students at the University
of Montana. ASUM should face
problems like higher education
funding, sexual assault, sustainability and disability access head
on. If there is something that
needs to be fixed, ASUM should
address it directly, either creating the solution in coordination
with other groups on campus
or calling the responsible parties to action. We should give
more support to student initiatives because those are often the
most effective. This could come
through more dedicated funding to student groups and projects. ASUM could have a much
louder voice on the state level.
Altogether, ASUM is 15,000 students strong, that’s not a small
number. ASUM should be the
solution for students, not another problem.

Gwendolyn Coon
Junior, political science (emphasis in
American politics), Native American studies
When talking to the everyday
student, the one who isn’t inand-out of the ASUM office on a
daily basis or constantly exclaiming over the Kaimin’s ASUM
articles, they know little about
the business of their student
government. Unless students
are involved in student groups,
they don’t realize the connection that ASUM has to them.

This is a problem. The student
body needs to know that we are
accessible to them; we are elected by them specifically for the
purpose of representing them.
We have office hours weekly so
that students have the ability to
meet with us about what issues
they want addressed. We table in
the UC to get students involved
with their student government.
To increase outreach, I’d like an
ASUM Twitter, ASUM YouTube
channel and email alerts, but I’d
love to hear from the students
reading this article: what is the
best way to reach you?

first semester. I feel this experience is common. That’s why I
believe we ought to make every
effort to make our student government more accessible. In addition, I believe ASUM’s Student
Political Action office can be instrumental in aiding students to
get more involved in local, state
and national politics. The number of sexual assaults this year
is alarming and frankly embarrassing. I feel that ASUM should
throw their full support and help
behind groups like the Women’s
Resource Center that aim to stop
the sexual-assault epidemic.

Loralei Dennis

Kip Faircloth

Sophomore, biology, pre-med
I think the biggest issue is
keeping senators. The debacle
of disqualifying two candidates
and having a couple senators
quit should have never have happened. I plan to keep the Senate
as clean-cut as possible. Follow
the guidelines. No popularity
contests. By the book.

Junior, political science
The issue facing the students
that I hear more about than anything else is money. So, how
their money is spent? What the
fees go to? Why they are important? How much they are paying
for school, books, etc.?

Shelby Ryann Dolezal
Freshman, political science, French
Although there are many
worthwhile issues that ought
to be addressed, I’ve identified
two that I feel to be the most
pertinent: students not knowing exactly how to get their
voices heard and the growing
number of sexual assaults on
campus. Perhaps through fault
of my own, I didn’t even have a
vague idea of what ASUM Senate was until months into my

Stevie Freund
Sophomore, sustainable business,
marketing, environmental studies
The senators on ASUM are
supposed to represent the voice
of the students of the University.
I would strive to make senators
more approachable to the average student. A lot of the issues
that our on campus are not addressed because the students do
not speak up and do not feel that
they have an outlet to voice their
opinions.

Stephen Jay Hatton
Freshman, political science
Getting students activated in
their school and community in
a manner that will benefit themselves as well as others is my
priority. I feel that to utilize the
full utility of college, you must
involve yourself in an organization or movement where you can
make great connections, money,
or even a difference. If elected, I
plan on increasing awareness of
these possible opportunities for
interested potential active members.

go towards alternative transportation. UM prides itself on being
an environmentally conscious
campus, yet many of the buildings don’t respect this. Providing Zach and Bryn are elected, I
think their campus energy savings plan could go a long way in
reducing the environmental impact of our university.

Trent Oliver
Sophomore, pre-pharmacy
Some of the more pertinent issues on campus involve
parking limitations, and also
finding financial support for
student groups. How I will overcome these issues is by striving to gain financial support
through government grants and

Nicolas McCutcheon
Junior, history, political science
Parking, parking, parking.
I believe the transportation
board has gone too long in not
addressing this problem, and
will try to light that fire to get
them working on this issue.

Eamon Ormseth
Freshman, history, economics
Naturally, there are quite a
lot of issues on campus, but I believe that there are several that
ASUM can significantly impact.
Many students have complained
about the parking issue and it
is a tricky issue. UM does not
have much space for more parking, yet the demand for permits
remains high. Under this situation, it seems like a cap on the
number of permits allowed to
be sold could be effective so that
students who do buy a permit
would have a guaranteed spot. If
the price of permits was raised,
less students would buy them
and the extra money raised could

Ryan Hazen
Junior, biology and wildlife biology
Parking, student group funding, and outreach. The state of
parking is currently unacceptable; the lots are overcrowded
and the time it takes to find a
spot is way too long. I plan on
working with ASUM Transportation and UM administrators to
figure out how to make the park
and ride system for efficient and
the best way to expand parking
on campus. I believe that student
groups are an important part of
this campus and ought to receive
proper funding. Regardless of
whether the fee increases or not,
I will push for more funding to
student groups. Outreach is a
huge concern for ASUM. Election turnouts are terrible and not
many students bother to attend
Senate meetings. This is a result
ASUM failing to get their message across. I would like to see
weekly class raps and multiple
surveys done to find out what
students are concerned about

deliberate efforts to grow those
branches. Lack of student voting
and electoral knowledge is best
addressed by ASUM’s increased
use of various campus-wide
communication resources to begin with, although it is tricky to
address without a certain degree
of willingness on students’ part
to learn.

Layokat Rasulova
Senior, history, international development
I believe what is most important to address is: making a more
diverse learning environment,
promoting
multiculturalism,
enhancing the ASUM transportation and the ASUM child care
programs. I would like to organize and communicate effectively with ASUM student groups,
student leaders and the greater
UM community for increased
involvement and unity.

Mike Hopkins
Sophomore, political science
(with options in public administration, public law, and American government), history
The biggest issue facing students today is the economy.
Money is tight and when the
University charges the students
a fee for a service, students deserve to have that money handled and spent responsibly. If
elected I intend to seek a seat on
the Board of Budget and Finance
and stand as a bulwark against
irresponsible spending. At the
same time I am a firm believer
that you cannot build a strong
house on a weak foundation. If
elected I plan to seek seats on the
Elections Committee as well as
the Relations and Affairs Committee where I will propose resolution after resolution in order
to reform the bylaws and procedures that govern the Senate.
Students deserve a fair, common
sense budgeting and electoral
process. In my opinion the current structure does not deliver
one. Reforming this system will
not be easy, but most things
worth doing rarely are.

Rick Rice
Richard LeCoultre
Sophomore, biochemistry, physics, psychology
I feel the most pertinent issues facing our students are the
rampant and abusive costs of tuition and textbooks, the parking
issue on our campus, an underdeveloped/underused tutoring
and advising system, and lack of
student knowledge to vote, both
locally in our campus or city and
in state and national elections.
ASUM has many resources
and many more it could utilize
more effectively. ASUM has
functioned as a lobbying entity
in the past for lowering tuition
costs and I believe continuing
to do so is necessary. Textbooks,
parking, and tutoring/advising can be tackled by more effective partnerships amongst
branches of the University and

have to be the rising costs of tuition and a lack of transparency
between ASUM and the student
body. This issue has become
more and more blatant, especially with the ever-increasing cost
of books, baggage fees, and the
endpoint of where our money
is going. Transportation is also
another large issue among the
campus community and I will
promise to work towards finding long-term and beneficial solutions.

Junior, human biology, pre-med
The biggest issue facing
ASUM and students, in my
opinion are making sure every
group/organization/student
that has a voice and wants to get
heard, does. There are so many
things going on everyday at this
school and I feel a lot of it goes
under looked and I’d like to help
them get the attention they deserve.

Alexandra Rich
Junior, environmental studies
As of now, the pertinent issue facing UM students would

Sarah Sather
Sophomore, political science
I’d like to work to increase recycling options on the UM campus, in addition to increasing
our renewable energy program.
It is my dream to someday conquer the lack of glass recycling
on campus and in Missoula (it’s
only a matter of time!) if at all
possible. I’d like to discover an
easy way for students to become
more active in and educated
about the decisions the ASUM
Senate makes throughout a
school year. Most importantly, I
want student leaders and groups
to feel heard and as though they
can approach the Senate for help
in achieving their goals and objectives.

Brandon Simpson
Sophomore, economics, political
science
As anyone who has tried to park
on campus will tell you, the Universities parking situation leaves
a lot to be desired, like parking
spots for instance. I like the majority of candidates think student groups should receive more
funding and that any student fee
should be transparent and open
to scrutiny.
See SENATORS, page 14
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SPORTS
Compiled by the
Kaimin Sports Staff

The year in review

FOOTBALL
The Grizzlies’ memorable season ended at the hands of Sam
Houston State University 31-28 in the Football Championship
Subdivision semi-final round last December. Before their season
ended with an 11-3 record, the Griz hosted two playoff games in
the second and third rounds, first defeating Central Arkansas
University 41-14 and then knocking off Northern Iowa 48-10 in a
Friday night game aired on ESPN.
In the annual “Brawl of the Wild,” the Griz extended their record against the Bobcats to 70-36-5. The Cats were No. 1 in the
nation going into the match, but the Griz marched into Bozeman
and won 36-10.

MVP

Caleb McSurdy

PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Jordan Canada
Tim Goessman/Montana Kaimin
From left: Trumaine Johnson, Jabin Sambrano and Ben Hughes after the Grizzlies victory over Northern Iowa on
December 9, 2011.

GOLF

CROSS-COUNTRY

The UM women’s golf team finished the season tied for fourth
at the Big Sky Conference Championship in Chandler, Ariz. In
September, the team placed 11th out of 22 teams at the Gonzaga
Invitational. Senior Lauren Howell led the team with a one-round
average of 77.5. The team will return with five of its seven members, but loses seniors Howell and Ashli Helstrom.

MVP

Lauren Howell

PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Tara Green

Green was named Big Sky golfer of the week for her performance at the Folino Invitational in California. Green tied a
school record with a second-round score of 68, and finished the
tournament with a three-round score of 220.

Women
The graduation of star runner Katrina
Drennen and three other seniors meant
major changes to the women’s cross-country team in 2011. However, the season was
filled with young runners stepping up to
fill their shoes and trying to repeat as Big
Sky Conference champions.
True freshman Allie Parks ran to a 12thplace finish in her first ever Big Sky Conference Championship, and sophomore Keli
Dennehy came in 24th for the Grizzlies,
who finished fifth overall in the Big Sky.

MVP

Allie Parks
PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Keli Dennehy

Men
Led by senior Lynn Reynolds’ fourthplace finish at the Big Sky Conference
Championships, the University of Montana men’s cross-country team finished
fourth in the Big Sky in 2011.
Other major contributors for the men
included freshman Sam Willis, junior Max
Hardy, freshman David Norris and sophomore Jordan Collison. All finished in the
top 40 at the conference meet, giving Montana a nice pack of young guns for next
year.

MVP

Lynn Reynolds
PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Sam Willis
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VOLLEYBALL

The Griz volleyball team
failed to secure a post-season
berth, posting a 11-13 (8-8 BSC)
record and finishing fifth in the
Big Sky, one game shy of fourth
place Eastern Washington in a
season with a four-team postseason tournament. The team
only loses seniors Amy Roberts and Brittany Quick and
returns a slew of juniors with
plenty of game experience, including left-side hitter and second team All-Big Sky selection
Kayla Reno.

MVP

Kayla Reno

PLAYER TO
WATCH NEXT
SEASON
Kelsey Schile
Nick Gast/Montana Kaimin
Griz sophomore Brooke Bray (14) and senior Amy Roberts (3) go up for a block against Cal State Fullerton’s Leah Maurer (11) on September 9,
2011 in the Western Auxiliary Gym.

Women

BASKETBALL
Forest Chaput
de Saintonge/
Montana Kaimin
Senior Derek
Selvig (24)
looks to see if
he scored a basket against Eastern Washington
on March 6, in
Dahlberg Arena.

At times, the Lady Griz shined, and at others, they slipped.
Their shooting percentages were up and down, their defense
would waver night to night, and sometimes they just simply got
beat. It was not the year they had last season, when they made
a comeback at the end to win the Big Sky Conference title and
play in the NCAA tournament. However, several players still had
standout performances and the team lost only one senior. The
Lady Griz could climb back to the top of the conference next year.

MVP

Katie Baker

PLAYER TO WATCH
FOR NEXT SEASON
Alyssa Smith

Men
The Griz men’s basketball team posted a 25-7 overall record during the 2011-12 season, the
third best season in team history. Along the way, the team reeled off 14 consecutive wins,
which is a school record. The team also enjoyed its most successful conference season ever,
posting a 15-1 record and winning the regular season championship. UM rode that momentum and captured the Big Sky Conference Tournament title, defeating Weber State 66-51.
The Grizzlies’ season ended with a 73-49 loss to the Wisconsin Badgers in the NCAA tournament, the ninth such appearance for Montana.

Nick Gast/Montana Kaimin
Jordan Sullivan of the Lady Griz is fouled as she goes up for a shot against
Montana Tech on November 16, 2011 at Dahlberg Arena.

MVP

Will Cherry

PLAYER TO WATCH
FOR NEXT SEASON
Kareem Jamar

Turn to page 15 for
Soccer and Indoor Track
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FIRE
IN
THE
FOREST
TO-DO
THE

1

LIST

ASUM GENERAL
ELECTION

4/25-4/26

Spend a few minutes
the next two days to vote.
Check out pages 4-7 for
candidate information.
Vote on Cyberbear.

2

ROLL INTO
SUMMER

4/26 @ 11 a.m.

Skateboard tricks, music, prizes and food will
be brought to you by the
UC Student Involvement
Network on the Oval.
The best trick competition is at 1 p.m., and food
will be provided by Big
Dipper, Thai Spicy, Ian’s
Hot Dog Palace and others.

3
4

UM ART BALL

4/27 @ 6 p.m.

UM Artist’s Collective will be auctioning
off art and grooving to
tunes at The Top Hat,
and you should too.
Music by Mountain
Breathers, The Chalfonts and Boys.
21+ $5, 18+ $10

THE ART DEPARTMENT’S BEST KEPT SECRET
Dameon Matule
Montana Kaimin

It’s just after 2 a.m. on April
19, and less than four inches of
brick separate Megan Fiore and
Michelle Tanberg from a fire
hot enough to melt steel.
Standing opposite each other, the two students slide open
small windows and feed bits of
kindling into what looks like a
white-hot portal to hell. Almost
instantly, the flame roars like
a freight train in the distance
and wood can be heard sizzling into nothing. The night is
illuminated and the surrounding forest glows orange as the
oxygen-starved flame turns
the chimney into a giant torch.
Fiore and Tanberg are just
two of about 20 University of
Montana art students who,
from start to finish, spent 24
hours a day for nearly all of
last week firing their art in the
University’s anagama, a woodfueled kiln that’s as long as a
house, located about 30 miles
from campus in the Lubrecht
Experimental Forest.
“The late shift was rough,”
Fiore said, recounting her midnight-to-6 a.m. shift. “I’m not
a night owl, and I wasn’t sure
I could handle it, but there’s so
much to do that you don’t have
time to get tired.”
Technology has dialed in al-

Dameon Matule/Montana Kaimin
Professor Trey Hill throws wood into the kiln as Phil Mediate holds the door open while Nick LeTang looks inside.

most every stage of ceramics.
From the type of clay used to
the glaze it’s covered with to
the exact temperature a kiln
will reach, artists can have
nearly complete control. If electric kilns were like an Audi, an
anagama would be like a wild
stallion. It’s a volatile, dramatic
technique that’s hard to predict
and even harder to master. Japanese potters did it by spend-

ing a lifetime around an heirloom kiln before passing it on
to the next generation.
In less than a week, the kiln
will burn enough wood to heat
a home for an entire winter. It
must be fed armloads of wood
every couple minutes during firing. At the mouth of an
anagama is a bed of coal the
size of a love seat. As the wood
burns, its particles are released

KUNG FU
KONGRESS
ALBUM RELEASE

4/28 @ 9 p.m.

Funky KFK will finally release their album on
Saturday at The Top Hat
with Missoula’s 15-piece
electro-acoustic ensemble
Tall Tale Medicine Medicine.
21+ $5

5

WALK-N-ROLL
WEEK

4/30-5/4

If you don’t already,
spend Dead Week’s campus commute without
your car and you’ll be
entered to win all sorts of
bike related stuff.

Dameon Matule/Montana Kaimin
Equiped with welding a jacket, gloves and sunglass, Michelle Tanberg feeds the kiln to help raise the temperature.

into the atmosphere. The fire
then acts like a paintbrush —
lapping across the surface of
everything and leaving flashy
marks and deposits of molten
ash.
“It’s organic and beautiful
and unpredictable and nature
just takes over,” said Tanberg.
“That’s been my biggest lesson
with ceramics. You have to let
go and let nature handle the
aesthetics.”
Because the kiln requires
constant care, firing is a group
effort. The process can be overwhelming and exhausting, but
it gives those involved a really
strong sense of community.
“We’re all part of this huge
process and completely depend on each other. It’s really
rewarding,” Fiore said.
Ben Hatfield feels the same
way. He’s fired multiple wood
kilns over the years, and almost
every one of them brought people closer.
“If you have a good firing,
the moment you strike the
highest chord is when you see
the work for the first time,” he
said. “Everything looks great,
and everybody can share the
enjoyment of looking at it
and knowing how hard they
worked together to get what
came out.”
dameon.matule@umontana.edu

12 FEATURE
ANTARCTICA
From page 1
appetite for adventure. Set loose
from the confines of academia,
Turck fought wildfires in Idaho
and traveled through Eastern
Europe before heading down to
Antarctica to re-supply his bank
account.
Raytheon, a federal defense
contractor, owns the polar staffing contracts for U.S. Antarctic
research stations. Turck applied
with Raytheon after hearing stories from another Montana student who had worked in Antarctica. After an interview, a drug
test and a physical exam, Turck
was hired on as a general assistant in the fuels department at
McMurdo Station.
In addition to his daily work
as a fuels assistant, Turck has
spun vinyl for the local radio station, played in a band and directed McMurdo’s Christmas choir.
Turck said the job is a lot of
hard work, but hasn’t been without perks.
“This is a town of about 1,200
people who make up the most intelligent blue-collar workforce on
the planet,” Turck said.
Physically demanding jobs
with long shifts and weeks away
from home — like the Antarctic
stations or man camps at Montana’s Bakken oil fields — aren’t
typically associated with the arts.
However, Turk said the staff at

McMurdo brought diverse interests to the remote station.
McMurdo’s New Year’s party,
ICESTOCK, had about eight rock
n’ roll and bluegrass bands this
year, which is more than a typical Saturday-night line-up in the
more metropolitan downtown
Missoula. The station also has
art shows and craft fairs, and yes,
McMurdo is stocked with alcohol.
“It’s a lot like your first year of
college or studying abroad — a
lot of parties and socializing with
friends in a carefree manner,”
Turck said.
Antarctica is earth’s coldest,
highest and driest continent. Unlike
the Arctic, which is a frozen ocean
framed by the fringes of other continents, Antarctica is a land mass
locked in a blanket of ice more than
a mile thick in most places.
Will Freihofer is another UM
graduate who signed on for a
season of hard work in exchange
for an Antarctic adventure. Friehofer, who graduated from the
school of journalism in 2008,
heard about the job from one of
his Griz lacrosse teammates.
McMurdo Station boasts
the full range of support staff
to make the station functional
year-round, but most of the research happens in the Antarctic
summer (Montana’s winter). The
station employs plumbers, electricians, dishwashers, cooks and
more. Freihofer worked as gen-

eral assistants, which is one of the
more coveted seasonal jobs for
the variety of work it entails.
“My job was basically being
an all-around helper guy,” Freihofer said. “What I probably did
the most of was shoveling snow.
You’re supposed to be this king
shoveler. Being a (general assistant), you earn your cool trips to
field camps by outworking everybody.”
By “cool trips,” Freihofer
means excursions away from
McMurdo’s perimeters. Much
of the research that happens on
Antarctica occurs on the Antarctic Plateau.
Before researchers can start
their work, McMurdo staff — like
Freihofer and Brown — are flown
out ahead of time to get the field
camps operational. They often
need to be dug out and stocked
with food and fuel before the incoming crop of scientists settles in.
In a community as small as a
field camp, the king shovelers rub
elbows with king scientists. Even
though they’re far from home,
the research that happens in Antarctica could help scientists and
shovelers alike better understand
their own backyards.
WAIS Divide is an ice coreextraction project funded by the
National Science Foundation and
run by scientists, students and
technicians from more than 40
different research and academic
institutions.
One of Freihofer’s favorite
field experiences was being dispatched there for a month.
Field camps like WAIS Divide
are not habitable during the winter, so every spring they need to
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be dug out and dusted off before
research can resume. A king
shoveler is a major asset to a buried field camp.
General assistants like Freihofer camp out on the ice in tents
while they work on resurrecting
a winterized field camp.
McMurdo itself keeps a skeleton crew of about 200 for Antarctic winters. Staff members who
stay undergo thorough psychological evaluations before committing to eight months of bitter
cold and darkness. Once winter
sets in, there are no flights to or
from the station.
From the ice cores extracted
at WAIS Divide, scientists can infer how the climate has behaved
over the past 40,000 years by analyzing the composition of small
air bubbles frozen in the ice. Ice
cores from the Antarctic ice sheet
are compared to ice cores from
Greenland’s ice sheet, giving scientists complementary data from
both hemispheres.
Joel Harper, a climate scientist
with UM’s geosciences department, spends part of the year on
Greenland’s ice sheet tackling
some of the same questions as researchers in Antarctica.
“We need to understand how
the climate system responds to
change,” Harper said.
Every year, ice sheets accumulate new layers of snow. This
snow gets compacted into ice
as more snow falls on top and
pushes it down. By observing the
different chemical composition of
each layer of ice, ice cores serve as
yearbooks for inferring past climate conditions.
In taking this look back, cli-

mate scientists hope to be able to
look forward.
“There are natural changes
going on, there are unnatural
changes going on,” Harper said.
“To understand the climate system and project the future, you
have to understand some of these
basic fundamentals.”
Harper’s research also hones
in on how small mountain glaciers are changing, like the ones
in Montana’s Glacier National
Park.
“The small mountain glaciers
are changing the most,” Harper
said. Mountain glaciers are good
indicators of climate change at
latitudes people where actually
live.
In Glacier National Park, the
USGS estimates that only 25 of
the Park’s original 150 glaciers remain today.
For Freihofer, the interactions
he had with scientists in Antarctica influenced his decision to return to UM to pursue a master’s
degree in environmental and
natural resource journalism.
“The researchers I worked
with made me want to understand science better so I could
connect myself professionally
with it in some way,” Freihofer
said.
Working as a seasonal employee in Antarctica is hard work,
but six-day, 54-hour work weeks
are a small price to pay for the extraordinary experience of working on the planet’s least-explored
continent for four months and
leaving with a new career vision.
“It’s a sweet gig,” Freihofer
said.
monica.gokey@umontana.edu
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BFA: Reflections on an education
Emily Downing
Montana Kaimin

Megan Jae Riggs/Montana Kaimin
Bachelor of Fine Arts candidate Yuanyuan Bao hangs her art in the Gallery
of Visual Arts in the Social Science Building Tuesday afternoon as part of the
BFA senior thesis exhibition. Eighteen artists are featured in the GVA and six
artists are featured in the University Center Gallery. The opening reception is
Thursday from 4-6 p.m. in the UC Gallery and 5-7 p.m. in the GVA.

Other than the occasional sound
of hammering, the Gallery of Visual
Arts is quiet. The students who are
installing their pieces are working
silently. They’re focused on the task
at hand and, perhaps, reflecting on
the artwork that represents the entirety of their art education at the
University of Montana.
The BFA, or Bachelor of Fine
Arts, exhibition is a requirement for
every student graduating from the
University of Montana School of
Art. The 24 graduating seniors have
their final projects displayed in the
University Center Gallery and the
Gallery of Visual Arts in the Social
Science Building starting this week.
The exhibit in the UC opened Monday and the latter exhibit opens
Thursday.
Cathryn Mallory, the director of
the Gallery of Visual Arts, said the
show doesn’t just serve as a capstone
project for seniors, it also teaches
students the skills they’ll need as
artists — everything from presenting art and designing a show to creating publicity for the work.
“It takes them through all the
processes they’ll need as professional artists,” she said.
Alison Dillon, whose emphasis
is in painting, stepped back from

hanging her piece to reflect on everything that went into creating it.
She said putting together this particular exhibit was the undercurrent
of the entire semester.
“This is the exciting point where
everything comes together,” she
said.
She recently received a job as a
gallery attendant at the Montana
Museum of Art and Culture. Dillon
said she’s excited to have a job that
will enable her to be around art and
appreciate it, which should help her
continue creating her own work. In
the meantime, she said she’s looking
forward to being lazy for a few days.
For David Miles Lusk, graduation means relief from the chaos of
his last semester at UM. While he
plans on continuing to make art
and pursue it as a career, he said he’s
looking forward to taking time for
himself after a very busy semester.
“I’m pretty excited about getting
back to the regular pace of life,” he
said.
Miles Lusk said he went through
many 16-to-18 hour days trying to
complete his printmaking project.
He had other classes and responsibilities, but he said he put every-

thing aside to focus on the project.
The project weighed heavy on
Jo Nasvik, too — quite literally. She
wore a white dress for the entire
month of February, sewing every
scrap of trash she collected onto it.
“Every day it got bigger and
heavier,” she said. “It was a long
month.”
The final product, an artfully
designed dress displaying what
Nasvik called “the evidence of her
consumerism,” now sits on a mannequin in the Gallery of Visual Arts.
This, like the rest of the work in the
two galleries, represents what Mallory said is a professional collection
of great art.
“Just because they are students
doesn’t mean the exhibit doesn’t
have the same quality and professionalism seen in a regular show,”
she said.
The opening reception for the
exhibit in the UC Gallery is Thursday from 4-6 p.m., and the exhibit
in the Gallery of Visual Arts is
Thursday from 5-7 p.m. Both exhibits run through May 11 and
have commencement receptions
on that day.
emily.downing@umontana.edu

SENATORS
From page 7

Topher Williams
Damara Simpson
Sophomore, political science, Central and Southwest
Asian studies, Arabic
COT — It is essential that we
work with our legislatures next
year to garner the funds necessary to build a campus COT
students deserve.
Parking — Some solutions
could be: redistributing reserved spots, increasing our
transportation services and
accessibility, providing affordable housing closer to campus
for students.
Student Group Funding
— Revamping and streamlining our lobbying and budgeting process, educate student
groups on ASUM’s financial
policies.
Accessibility and Outreach
— work with the new Communications Coordinator and
Marketing/Outreach committee to create an outreach plan
for the new year. Set up town
hall meetings, creative marketing strategies and an ASUM
newsletter to name a few.

Sophomore, social work, political science, climate change
I have seen sexual assault attack
our campus. We need to stop
trying deal with each case as it
comes and work on prevention
by educating students and by
supporting programs like the
Women’s Resource Center and
SARC. Rising tuition is crippling our pocket books. You
need ASUM representatives to
tell our state legislature that
not funding education is unacceptable. Parking and access to
our campus is crucial for a successful educational career and
for economic development. As
Chairman of ASUM Transportation I am working on transit
infrastructure that could open
up hundreds of spaces for students!

Ross Miewald
Sophomore,
management
information systems, international business, Chinese

The most pertinent issues
I see facing UM students currently is the lack of transparency between the staff and the
student body, and the insufficient number of parking spaces on campus for those who
commute. The best way to go
about fixing the issue of transparency is to open channels of
dialogue between the staff and
student body through ASUM.
As for the parking issue, there
are several ways to go about
fixing the problem, but the solution will depend on budgeting constraints.

Nicole Watkins
Senior, philosophy, business
I would love to have the opportunity to raise awareness
about all of the wonderful resources available to us as students here, such as the ASUM
Legal Services and the ASUM
Off-Campus Renter Center, as
well as allowing people’s voices to be heard.

Cody Gordon
Sophomore, management,
accounting, international business, political science.
The most pertinent issues on
campus are:
Sexual assault — more resources, education, and outreach for victims and possible
victims.
Parking and alternative
transportation to campus —
parking feasibility study and
increased/improved bus routes
and bike parking.
Student group funding —
increasing the amount, fairness, and efficiency of allocating funds.
Inadequate learning facilities at the COT — support and
advocate for new COT.
Poor representation of COT
and graduate students — more
outreach and support to those
students and student groups.

Sean Schilke
Senior, economics, chemistry
The most pressing issues for
ASUM to tackle are student
group funding, transportation,
sustainability, and interactivity with ASUM. Transportation to campus to take classes
can be a daily hassle for some
students: many students do
not have a bus that runs near
their home and rent near campus is too steep for them to live
close enough to walk. Through
a three-pronged strategy of
fully utilizing the parking we
have on and near campus, encouraging walking and biking,
and expanding Missoula’s bus
services, we can lessen this
impediment to our studies.
Student group funding is one
of the most cost-effective ways
to help students carry out their
endeavors at university — lessening this helps no one. Sustainability is important on this
campus; we need to stop wasting resources with inefficiencies, and we will save money in
the future and maybe do some
good for humanity.
amy.sisk@umontana.edu
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SOCCER

It took more than Lauren Costa’s right foot to win the women’s soccer Big Sky Conference
Championship. First-year head coach Mark Plakorus inherited a program that won two conference games and went 3-12-3 overall in 2010. This season, Plakorus breathed new life into the
weakening soccer program with revealing results. In 2010 the team had 8 goals versus the 27
from this year. It also took the fourth seed heading into the conference championship and came
out on top after overtime in each game. Players said Plakorus brought a fresh style and, most
importantly, established trust.

MVP

Erin Craig

PLAYER TO WATCH
FOR NEXT SEASON
India Watne

INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Women

Individual performances dominated the scene
for the University of Montana indoor track and
field team this past winter.
Junior Lindsey Hall won the Big Sky Conference
title in the pentathlon and broke the Big Sky Conference Championship record in the event, while
junior Kourtney Danreuther won the 400 meters.
Other solid contributors to the team were Gwen
Abbott, Courtney Kosovich, Jessica Leslie, Ani
Haas and Anika Green.

MVP
Nick Gast/Montana Kaimin
Montana’s Mary Makris (4) dribbles around Eastern Washington’s Marianne Johnson (9) Friday, Sept. 30, 2011, at South Campus Stadium.

PISSED?

PLEASED?

PETRIFIED?
Write a letter.

Please email letters of
300 words or fewer to
opinion@montanakaimin.com or drop them off in
Don Anderson Hall 208. Please include a
phone number. Letters are printed on Thursdays.

Lindsey Hall
PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Kourtney Danreuther

Men

The men’s team surged late in the season,
earning many season and career bests before
the Big Sky Championships. Pole-vaulters
Keith Webber and Kaleb Horlick tied for a
fourth-place finish at the conference championships. The Griz men finished seventh at
the indoor championship.

MVP

Keith Webber or
Lee Hardt
PLAYER TO WATCH
NEXT SEASON
Drew Owens
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Q+A

with business manager candidates

Two candidates are running for ASUM business manager.
Each candidate emailed the Kaimin with their responses to
the following question. Here’s what they had to say:

Micah LaRae Nielsen
Senior,
international
relations, public administration, international development studies,
nonprofit
administration
1. Financial empowerment of
student organizations; groups
participating in the funding
process deserve to be heard by
ASUM. The success of each
shouldn’t depend on their proximity to ASUM elected leaders, but should instead be determined by legitimate need.
2. Increasing accessibility to the

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 minutes away from
Missoula. $45-65/night. Rock Creek
Cabins 251-6611.
Room in Rattlesnake home, $400 mo.
542-0777		
FOR SALE
FREE Drawing for 50% off - Every
Friday. 5% Discount Coupons on Request.
NEW COLORFUL SPRING Footwear
including: Sandals, Clogs, Shoes, Mary
Jane’s, Hiking Boots, Barefoot Styles &
More! Dansko, Keen, Merrell, Chaco.
hideandsole.com - downtown

montanakaimin

Office Staff

What will be your fiscal priorities
as ASUM business manager?

funding process; the allocations
process is frustrating and ambiguous to students. The method
of budgeting itself must be revamped and the ways student
groups gain funding requires
simplification and explanation.
3. Transparency of ASUM financials; students need, and deserve, information on the ways
their dollars are being spent
inside ASUM. All decisions by
the Board on Budget and Finance warrant documented and
easily available explanation.
4. Approachability of the
office of business manager;
the office should be a place
where students can come for
advice on successful application for funding, ideas on
fundraising and grant acquisition, and methods for maximizing their existing balances.

Dan Molgaard
Junior, astrophysics and statistical mathematics
As business manager, my
first major priority will be to put
a system in place through my
own effort and the efforts of the
Board on Budget and Finance to
ensure an executive recommendation for every single student
group that submits a budget
request for the final budgeting

kiosk

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.40 per 5-word line/day

Glacier Raft Company: Raft Guide and
Reservation jobs. Spend the summer in
Glacier National Park and on the Flathead
Rivers. Call 406 261 2551 or email
jobs@glacierraftco.com
Cleaning person one half to one day per
week. very close to campus w - 549-9611
H - 721-6578
Whitefish Lake in Montana is looking
for front desk agents, valets, concierge
employees. All positions are seasonal and
part time. Apply online at
www.lodgeatwhitefishlake.com

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

HOMES FOR SALE
MISSOULAHOMES.COM to view homes
for sale
PERSONALS
I SUPPORT TOBACCO FREE UM “As a
physician with an inhalaion to toxicilogy
background, we need 100% protection
from unwanted tobacco exposure.”
- anonymous UM employee
I SUPPORT TOBACCO FREE UM “I
have breathing problems and secondhand
smoke makes it worse.”
- anonymous UM student

SERVICES
Reliable pc/laptop repair. Voted best of
Missoula 2011. Student discounts! 136 E.
Broadway Computer Central 542-6540
*Visit www.GRIZ.tel for a great job search
tip*
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage, Griz
Discount: Option 1) Full month free with
3 months up front. Option 2) 5% Griz
Discount off regular price with Free sign
up fee! Student discount for truck rental.
(406) 721-7277
SONG OF THE DAY
Portugal. the Man- All Your Light

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED
Summer Writing Internship: Are you
interested in elk, wildlife conservation,
hunting and outdoor adventure? Want
to write for a magazine with 180,000+
circulation, a TV show seen in 31 million
homes and a website receiving 170,000
hits per month? Bugle magazine at RMEF
is your ticket. We offer unpaid internships
that give you the chance to boost both your
skills and résumé while writing for print,
broadcast and the internet. Email cover
letter, résumé, and three writing samples to
jobs@rmef.org.

session. This includes studentsupport groups, academic student groups, but most importantly, student interest groups.
With budgeting in mind, my
second major priority is to ensure that the music and sports
unions get appropriate fiscal
representation in the senate. As
either union is composed of several hundred students grouped
into various ensembles and
teams that tour the state and
the nation, the music and sports
unions represent the University
of Montana wherever they go.
With greater financial support,
especially during final budgeting, I believe that the University’s visibility and reputation
will be very positively enhanced
through its student groups.
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